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rban transit systems are the
very lifeblood of metropolitan areas. They preserve our cities as vital commercial
centers. Their lines carry citizens to
and from their places of work , as
well as to educational , recreational,
and cultural facilities.
Unfortunately, however,
many citizens perceive that their
personal safety is endangered on
urban transit systems because they
believe that dangerous levels of
crime exist in subways. For many
riders, descending into the noisy,
disorienting subterranean world of
rapid transit increases their fear of
crime.

Also contributing to the false
perception of danger is the reaction
of the media to incidents that occur
on subways. Even though only
about 5 percent of Chicago's total
crime occurs on the Chicago Transit
System, the media tend to publicize
these crimes, while seeming to ignore these same types of crime when
they occur on the streets. This action
only serve to reinforce the belief
that subway transit is un afe.
Because citizens believe this
to be true, and because citizen perception of ecurity affects volume
and revenue, I officers who police
these systems must now incorporate
into their normal duties the critical

task of changing citizen apprehension about using a subway transit
system. Rider must not on ly be
safe; they must alsojeel safe. Using
the Chicago Transit System as a
case study, this article discusses
possible strategies that departments
can use to reduce crime on urban
transportation systems, thereby
changing citizen perception.

THE PROBLEM
The Chicago Transit System
(CTA) operates over 1,000 cars that
transport approximately one-half
million persons daily. It has over
140 stations and over 200 miles of
track that are policed by the Public
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sa~ety

problems, and at the same time
change the public's belief that sub~
ways were unsafe.
However, reducin ba the rate of
.
crime required an organized effort-a bandaid approach would not
be effective. It wa necessary to reorganize totally in order to establish
a program with new goals and direction. Official wanted to make a
clear commitment to the safety of
the ridership.
Commander Dart is assigned to the
Gang C(fmes Section of the Chicago
Po/ice Department.

"

Riders must not
only be safe; they
must also feel safe.

"

Transportation Section of the Chicago Police Department.
Future plans for the CTA call
for an additional 9.2-mile stretch of
lin.e to connect the existing loop to
Midway Airport. However, since
local. citizens and tourists arri ving at
the.alrport will not use a system they
bel.leve to be unsafe, the City of
Chicago was confronted with the
dile':lma of how to police the city's
public transportation system more
effectively.

THE PROGRAM
To begin, officials reviewed
the nature and scope of crimes
committed on the transportation
system. Their goals were to find
po sible solutions to the e crime

by increasing the presence of
uniformed police officers.
At any given time, the transpOl"tation section has as many as 10
squads assigned to different areas
of the transit system. A typical
squad consists of four to six uniformed officer, two plainclothe
officers, and two canine officers,
who are separate from the canine
units. Although users of transit systems commonly believe that plainclothes officers combat crime most
effecti vel y, riders are not at ease unless they also see uniformed officers. And, because both plainclothes and uniformed officers can
make arrests, officials are able to
achieve a balance of visibility and
productivity.

Areas Addressed
Personnel
A primary consideration in
the reorganization was how to deploy personnel efficiently. Based on
studied needs, transit personnel are
divided among three watches. The
first shift (midnights) receives 23
percent of the personnel, the second
shift (days) receives 34 percent of
the personnel, and the third shift
(afternoons) receives 43 percent of
the personnel. In addition to patrol
personnel, each 8-hour shift includes a canine unit, a tactical unit,
and a crime assault team (CAT).
These special units are deployed to
any problem areas that need their
specific skills.

Patrol squads
Because it was not effective to
assign police officers to a desianated stre~ch
of track during periods
of low cnme or low ridership, the
squad concept wa born. This concept is designed around first-line
supervisors (sergeants), who deploy
all or part of their teams to hiahcrime
platforms durin ba cert~in
.
times and then to other platforms
during peak ridership. This enhances the citizen perception of

Canine units
Canine units are also used to
police the tran it system. The doas
which are donated by citizens, ;r~
?iven 8 weeks of inten ive training
In aggression, protection of their
handlers, and moving safely among
crowds.
Canine units not only baive
•
transit user a greater sense of afety
but they also reinforce positive
public relations. Rider look forward to seeing their dogs and seem
to take a personal intere t in them.

Tactical lin its
Tactical units, which have the
to be deployed to any
~ltuaOn
or crime pattern, play an
IIltegral part in the effort to reduce
the crime rate. These plainclothes
officers can
move free ly throuah
the
.
b
s~tem
Without arousing the susp icion of potential offenders. They
observe all transit criminal activity
for patterns, such as time of day, day
~exib.lty

,.

of week, and modus operandi. Personnel in the unit then devise a plan
to address specific crime problems .
Forexample, thieves and pickpockets are a major problem on
transit systems. Most of them ply
their trade during rush-hours and
during lunch times, when the subways are crowded. However, because CTA tactical unit target these
thieves , the problem has been
greatly reduced.

Crime assault teams
The crime assault teams consi t of experienced police officers
who exhibit a high degree of selfdiscipline and are team players.
They pose as ordinary transit users
and wait forcriminals to take advantage of their apparent vulnerability .
In order to avoid a charge of entrapment, these officers react only when
they have been victimized.
During the trial of these
criminals, the victim/officer testifies as the complainant, and a crime
a sault team member testifies as the
arre ting officer. These two factor
contribute to an extrodinarily high
conviction rate in these ca es.

Ordinance
enforcement team
Another major problem the
CTA experienced was unlicensed
vendors. Prior to the new program,
these illegal vendors were issued
ordinance complaint forms or citations similar to traffic citations.
However, because this method of
enforcement provided no assurance
that offenders would appear in court
to answer the charge, it failed to
serve as a deterrent. For this reason ,
illegal vendors are now arre ted by

members of ordinance enforcement
teams , whose primary role is to
ensure that vendors comply with
city ordinances. This approach has
reduced the number of vendor on
the platforms, allowing passengers
to move freely and safely in the
subway areas.

Assigning Personnel
Watch commanders use three
methods to assign personnel, including Operation Impact, Operation Vacuum, and Operation Saturation. Commanders who use
Operation Impact assign their officers based on ridership traffic patterns . Officers are assigned to stations that handle large numbers of
rider , while those stations with
fewer riders are monitored by moving police patrols.

"

During the first year
of the program, there
was a 40-percent
reduction in reported
serious crime ....

"

Criminals tend to explore transit system for areas where there is
no police presence. Operation Vacuum enables watch commanders to
withdraw uniformed officers from a
specific station and deploy them to
another area. The ostensibly vacant
station can then become the focal
point of a tactical team.
When officials want to convey
the impression that po l ice are every-

where, such as during rush-hour at
busy stations, they use Operation
Saturation. This operation , which
may last either all or part of a shift ,
involves saturating particular lines
with uniformed officers . It is an effective way to both deter criminals
and build citizen confidence in the
CTA's policing methods by conveying the impression that officers
are everywhere.

CONCLUSION
Mass transit systems are an
integral part of large cities, and as
these cities expand in both population and size, the importance of this
mode of transportation will also
increase. However, ifcitizens refuse
to use subways because they believe
that they are unsafe, the full potential of the systems will never be
realized. For this reason, officials
must begin to look at ways to reduce
crime on rapid transit systems,
which will also help to change citizen perception.
The initiatives put into operation by the Chicago Mass Transit
System are examples of how a concerted effort to reduce crime can
work. During the first year of the
program, there was a 40-percent
reduction in reported serious crime,
and the crime rate continues to decline. The plan has been a resounding success, with ridership on the
rise again. The Chicago subway is
finally becoming a safe--and popular--mode of transportation.

1m
Footnote
I Policing Urban Mass Trw/sil Syslelll.l , U.S.
Department of Ju ~ ti ce, Law Enforcement Assistance Admini , trati on, National In stitute of Law
Enforce ment and Criminal Justice, 1977.
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ffective leadership, or the
lack of it, can impact dramatically on organizations.
There have been many instances
when private organizations near
bankruptcy, such as the Chrysler
Corporation, have become more
efficient, effective organizations
by replacing ineffective administrations with competent, dynamic leadership. Similarly, successful
military leaders have turned ineffective military units into highly
effective, motivated teams.
Unfortunately, however, police departments often do not evaluate management practices until a
crisis, such as a law uit, serious
accident, or public pressure caused
by misconduct or mismanagement,
forces them to re-evaluate their positions. This type of crisis management in police organizations has
been disruptive and costly and has
even threatened the existence of
some department .
The absence of good management practices in police departments may be due, in some part, to
the fact that it is difficult to measure
the effectiveness of police organizations. However, a lack of measurable standards often allows ineffective organizations, including police
departments, to survive without
much change.
Fortunately, however, the
same leadership principles and
skills that turn around private organizations and military units can
be used to change police organizations and motivate personnel. This
article discusses how some of today's ineffective police practices
evolved and what is needed to
change these management practices. Various leadership styles will

also be discussed, as well as how
effective disciplinary measures can
be taken when necessary.
Police Leadership Practices
Certain ineffective police
leadership practices that exist today
evolved from two sources--the authoritarian military style of management and management practices
used during and after the Industrial
Revolution to control unskilled factory laborers. These autocratic practices were based on the assumption
that employees were basically lazy,
and leaders believed that this type of
management was neces ary to gain
as much production as possible
from the labor force.
Unethical political influences
and cOlTuption were also factors in
the early development of police
leadership practices. A strong chief
executive was required to combat
the e problems. This, along with
the low education level of most
officers and the existence of a structure-oriented society, made the authoritarian leadership style both
appropriate and effective. However,
authoritative leadership practices
do not meet the needs and expectations of today 's better educated and
more technically competent police
officers.
For the most part, as society
evolved, work ethics and leader hip
styles changed. Today, police officers are expected to function effectively in a more sophisticated soc iety, and as a result, the education
and prestige level of officers has
increased significantly. Officers are
not willing to accept autocratic leadership that requires them to follow
orders without question. This autocratic style of management not only

such as a higher degree of employee
motivation and morale. Thi , in
turn, may result in more effective
organizations.
For example, loyalty , both to
the upervisor and to the employee,
is important. Some administrators
expect loyalty from employees: yet,
they fail to show loyalty to the
employees. This is often demonstrated through their lack of trust or
confidence in their subordinates.
Some supervisors, when they receive citizen complaints about their
officer, automatically a sume the
officers are guilty. This seriously
undermines employee confidence in
the supervisor's leadership ability.
It also causes confusion and reduced
performance in subordinates. For
these reasons, supervisors must presume that employees are innocent of
any wrongdoing until the facts
prove otherwise.
An important step in the
commitment to change leadership
practices is to identify the variou

causes poor morale and reduced
organizational effectiveness but it
also leads to the 10 s of quality perso nnel, who seek employment elsewhere rather than being subjected to
ineffective, poor leadership.
Changing Leadership Practices
If police leadership is to improve, officials in the department,
from the chief executive down
through the chain of command,
must be committed to change poor
leadership practices and values. I
They mu t master leadership ski ll s,
such as patience, understanding,
fairness, and judgment.
~ Supervisors must also recognize that leadership is important to successful management, and that past practices,
such as public criticism, tactlessness, and unfairness, are destructive
to organizations. Instead, leaders
should stress the importance of
consideration, caring, and loyalty.
Stressing the importance of these
values produces positive results,

"

If police leadership is
to improve,
officials ... must be
committed to change
poor leadership
practices and values.

"

Sergeant Hansen is with the Irondequoit Police
Department in Rochester, New York.
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leader, hip styles and how they impact on employee performance.
Studying leadership styles also allows supervisors to identify their
peL onal styles of management and
to make necessary changes in their
management styles.

"country club" management style
stresses the importance of good
employee relation s. On the other
hand , the " impoverished management" supervisor attempts to maintain organizational membership,

Basic Leadership Styles

"

There are two basic leadership
styles-job-oriented and employeeorientd.
~ lob-oriented leaders are
primarily concerned with tasks, and
they rely on the formal power structure and close supervi . ion for task
accomplishment. Conversely, the
employee-oriented leader is concerned with maintaining good relations with subordinates. Tasks are
delegated, and the leader is concerned with the employees' peronal growth.
Although one leadership style
is not clearly superior over the other,
the employee-oriented leader generally promotes higher morale in subordinates. This results in lower absenteeism and fewer employee
grievances. Employees of job-oriented leaders generally produce less
because they are closely monitored
and are not allowed to participate in
decision making, which results in
employee dissatisfaction.

Additional Leadership Styles
In The Managerial Grid, authors Blake and Mouton identified
five style of leadership : Task management, country club management, impoverished management,
middle of the road management, and
team management. 4 The " task management supervisor" is concerned
with achieving production goals by
planning, directing, and controlling
subordinates' work, whereas the

The situational leader
takes a commonsense
approach to leadership,
with the focus on the
leader adapting to the
follower 's needs.

"

while the " middle-of-the-road "
manager attempts to maintain both
good employee relations and production. And , the "team manager"
maintains a high degree of production through integration of tasks
with subordinate input and decision
participation.
Of these fi ve management
styles, "team management" is considered to be the most effective.
Leaders with this style of management are able to build effective
teams , so lve problems, resolve conflicts, and encourage employee
development.
Although a leader's basic
management style is important, it is
equally important for the leader to
adjust that style according to existing circumstance . This is referred
to as situational leadership.

Situational Leadership
A good leader must be flexible, must adapt to a variety of situations, and must have the ability to

select the most effective leadership
style for any given situation. While
a particular leadership style may be
extremely effective in one situation,
it may be di sastrou s in another.
Other times, a combination of styles
may be neces ary to provide the
most effecti ve leaders hi p. The situationa I leader takes a commonsense
approach to leadership, with the
focus on the leader adapting to the
follower's needs.
According to Paul Hersey,
author of The Situational Leader, a
flexible leadership style should be
based on the particular employee's
needs. 5 There are four bas ic styles
that could meet these needs, including telling, se lling, participating,
and delegating.
The telling sty le is high task
and low relations oriented. This
style has a greater probability of
success when used with new employees who have low readiness
level s because of their limited abilities and inexperience in performing
tasks.
On the other hand , when deal ing with experienced, motivated , or
willing employees, leaders will find
that the delegating style has the
greatest probability of success. This
allows employees to participate in
decisionmaking and gives them a
certain degree of independence.
Correctly analyzing where
employees are in terms of readines
and the ability of leaders to remain
flexible are critical to the success of
situational leaders. Leaders should
first evaluate where the employee is
in term s of both ability and willingness to perform tasks. Based on
these two factors, leaders can determine what management style would
most likely be effective.
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Hersey further suggests that
leaders who work with gro ups must
also remain flexible. This a ll ows the
leader to progress from group supervisor to group leader as the group's
readiness level increases.
Fillmore Sanford, author of
Authorifarisl1l and Leadership, also
believes that leadership style should
be based on the employee's level of
job maturity- the employee's ability to perform a task. 6 A new employee often lacks the training or
experience to function without assistance or close supervi sion. As the
employee matures by ga ining experience and training, it is possible for
the leader to move from a task-oriented management style to an employee-oriented management tyle.
Eventually, it may be possible for
the leader to imply delegate tasks
to the employee.
However, the rate and degree
to which employees mature varies,
and not all employees will mature to
the level of simply being delegated
tasks. In order to choose the proper
management style, then, the leader
needs to as ess the employee's level
of maturity. Choosing the wrong
management sty le may result in the
incorrect amount of superv ision .
For examp le, in police organizations, the performance of new
officers must be monitored more
closely. They genera ll y lack selfconfidence and need more feedback.
Seasoned veterans, however, view
thi s type of supervi sion as inappropriate becau e they have gained job
mat urity through experience.

Leadership Effectiveness
There are three leadership
traits assoc iated with leadership ef-

fecti veness- i ntell igence, personality , and ability. 7 Superior intelligence affects the leader's judgment
and decisiveness and allows the
manager to make correct, ti mel y
decisions. Additionally, adaptable,
creative, confident leaders with integrity can influence and motivate
employees. Tact and diplomacy are
also important to gain employee
cooperation.
Also found consistently in effective leadership are three leadership dimensions: The assumption of
the leadership role, the closeness of
supervision, and being employeeoriented. s To assume the leadership
role, effective leaders need to plan ,
delegate, communicate, and supervise. However, close control by the
superv isor may result in lower
employee productivity. This lack of
employee freedom can prevent necessary decisions being made at the

"

that the officers are expendable.
This creates resentment and alienates the officers.

Disciplinary Measures
Disciplinary measures are
necessary to ensure that organizational standards of performance and
conduct are met. Both inappropriate
discipline and the failure of management to discipline can lower employee morale and can also lead to
the retention of unquali fied or undesirable employees .
Some employees will not respond to positive leadership practices and motivational techniques.
Sound leadership practices mandate
the use of discipline only when all
other reasonable courses of action
have failed; however, the negative
effects will be minimal if management is not indiscriminate and if the
administration of punishment is

Leaders within police departments
must...shift their emphasis from employee
control to employee team building....

lowest level possible and creates a
lack of employee ownership.
Additionally, the degree to
which a supervisor cares about subordinates has a significant impact on
leadership effectiveness. If police
department organ izational practices
and procedures are designed to aid
management at the expense of employee safety, it sends the message

"

fair.Y Supervisors must ensure that
employees know what the standards
are and that those standards are not
being met. Employees must also be
aware of what disciplinary action
will be taken for continued poor
performance. Leaders, however,
should ensure that employee deficiencies are not the result of a lack of
training.
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When a leader take di sciplinary action, it should be done
quickly and fairly. This is critical in
order to ensure that there is as little
adver e effect on organizational
morale as possible. Leaders should
always bear in mind that the objective is to correct performance, not to
teach employees to avoid di scipline.
Fairness and proper administration of the disciplinary process
are also critical to avoid legitimate
complaints. Leaders should also
avoid the shift of focu from the
issue of performance to the issue of
management's fairnes s.

Promoting Employees
In some police agencies, administrators fail to implement a fair
promotion system, while in other
agencies, administrators try to circumvent systems already in place
in order to promote the officer of
their choice. For example, some administrators fail to promote from an
existing list of qualified officers,
and instead, wait for a new promotion list to be established in the
hopes a particular officer will be
promotable.
This type of leadership IS
demoralizing to the entire department, and it reduces organizational
effectiveness. Officers soon learn
that hard work, education, and good
performance are not the criteria on
which promotions are based, undermining everything leader hope to
accomplish. For this reason , leaders
must et the highest standard of integrity possible when promoting
officers.

ments, the leadership philosophy is
to control the officer rather than
encourage team building. When this
type of leadership exists within
departments, it becomes increasingly difficult to retain officers.
Leaders within police departments
must, therefore, hift their emphasis
from employee control to employee
team building, and they must involve officers at every level in decisionmaking. They must also work to
develop the traits found in effective
leaders, and they should study effective leadership style .
Sound leadership knowledge
and practices are critical to effective police organizations. Dynamic
leadership can lead to progressive,
highly successful , and innovative
departments. It is only through this
type of leadership that departments
will meet both the demands of today and the challenges of the future.

Footnotes
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Publishing, 1964).
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Conclusion

Telemarketing
Crime Prevention
By
DAVID I. RECHENMACHER

I

n dealing with residential burglaries, traditional law enforcement practices tend to be
strictly reactive and do little to
deter future crime. Additionally,
due to fiscal constraints in many
jurisdictions, this problem is
compounded by the limited
number of police officers available
to patrol neighborhoods. And,
while neighborhood watch programs are important, they can be
difficult to maintain due to the
high mobility of our society.
The problems of residential
burglaries confront every law
enforcement agency in the country.
And, the Downers Grove, lllinois,
Police Department, with a sworn
and civilian staff of 92, is no
different. However, even with a
crime prevention program in place,
local residents did not request any
crime prevention assistance.

Home Security Survey
The police department determined that the best service it could
provide to deter residential burglary was to offer a home security
survey. The home security survey,
performed by members of the
department's Crime Prevention
Unit, is a proactive program aimed
at reducing the number of re idential burglaries.

In many police organizations,
especially poorly managed depart-
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I

Po/ice Practices
In the past, however, the
Crime Prevention Unit performed
home security surveys when
requested by citizens. Unfortunately, this method resulted in
only 30-40 home surveys being
conducted annually, despite an
area population of 46,000. It was
clear that in order for the program

to be more effective, it needed to
reach more residents.

Reaching the Public
As a result, in October 1988,
the unit began having messages
printed on all water bills forwarded
to Downers Grove re idents.
These messages encouraged
residents to call the police department to make appointments for
free home security surveys.
This initiative was met with a very

positive response from the community and resulted in 258 home
security surveys being conducted
during 1989.

Telemarketing
Encouraged by the success of
this initiative, the unit thought that
a more-aggressive marketing campaign would deliver
even better results.
Therefore, in early
1990, the unit began a
telemarketing program
using the city telephone
directory as a source for
contacts.
Under thi s program, the Crime Prevention Unit's community support assistant
telephones residents to
explain the free home
security survey and to
make appointment to
conduct the survey at a
time and date convenient to the resident.
During the survey,
which takes approximately I hour, a crime
prevention practitioner
evaluates home security risks, such
as exterior lighting and landscaping, doors, windows, and locks,
and gives advice to homeowners
that would make their property and

possessions less vulnerable to
burglars.

Results
The telemarketing of home
security surveys in Downers
Grove, Illinois, has not only
proved successful but it has also
paid big community relations
dividends for the police department and the Village of Downers
Grove. In 1990, the Crime Prevention Unit completed 380
survey and expects to perform
over 400 during J99 J•

Conclusion
Unfortunately, the importance of adequate crime prevention
is oftentimes difficult to instill in
the general public until it i too
late. However, if law enforcement
agencies want successful crime
prevention programs, they need to
reach out to the citizens before the
unfortunate occurrence takes place.
Programs of thi s type are especially appropriate for departments
with mall crime prevention components, because instead of
expensive equipment or capital
outlay, they require only time and
dedication.

m

Lt. David I. Rechenmacher is a
member of the Downers Grove,
Illinois, Police Department.

Police Practices serves as an information source for unique or
noteworthy methods, techniques , or operations of law enforcement agencies . Submissions should be no more than 750 words (3 pages , double
spaced and typed) and should be directed to Kathy Sulewski, Managing
Editor, FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, Room 7262, 10th & Pennsylvan ia
Ave ., NW, Washington , DC 20535.
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The
Respectable Pusher
By

JEFFREY D. LANE

I

n November 1989, children
playing in a wooded area behind their apartment complex
discovered a partially decomposed
body. Although an autop y revealed
that the person died of hypothermia,
a contributing factor to the death
wa an overdose of drug .
After a search warrant was
issued, investigators found numerous empty bottles of prescription
drugs from surrounding pharmacies
in the victim's apartment. These
labels revealed that the deceased
had received drugs from the same
doctor on a regular basis over an
extended period of time, which
most likely resulted in addiction.

Did the doctor prescribing the
drugs contribute to this person's
death? Were any criminal statutes
violated in this case? Wa this doctor a "pusher" or a "healer"?
This article di cusses how
Federal statutes apply to medical
practitioners when they prescribe
controlled substance. It also offers
an overview of how law enforcement per onnel should conduct
investigations concerning unscrupulous medical practitioners who illegally dispense prescription drugs.

FEDERAL STATUTES
Medical practitioner are licensed by the State in which they

practice, and in order to prescribe
controlled substance lawfully, they
mu t al 0 be registered with the
Drug Enforcement Administration.
According to Federal statute ,practitioners must issue prescriptions in
the usual course of a profes ional
practice, and these prescription
must be issued for a legitimate
medical purpose. I
When patients come to them
with medical problems, physician
must determine whether controlled
sub tances are necessary to treat the
problem. However, to show that
prescribing the drugs wa in the
course of professional practice, it
is essential that phy icians establish

10/ FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin - - -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

a doctor/patient relationship. 2 In order to establ ish this type of relationship, three criteria must be met:
• The patient must desire
treatment for a legitimate
illness or condition,
• The physician must make a
reasonable effort to determine what the patient's
legitimate medical needs are
through physical examinations and questioning the
patient about medical
problems,
• There must be reasonable
corre lations between the
drugs prescribed and the
patient's legitimate medical
needs. 3

INVESTIGA TION OF
PRESCRIPTION ABUSE
CASES
When abuse is suspected,
there are two basic method of
investigation--undercover operations and documentary investigations (commonl y referred to as
"paper cases") . Both methods work,
but inve tigators should not opt
for one method over another without considering the circum tances
surrounding the case. Therefore, it
is necessary to conduct preliminary investigations before deciding
which method to use.

Preliminary Investigation
During the preliminary investigation of su pected offenders, officers shou ld determine what specific
drugs the doctor is prescribing, the
patient traffic patterns in and out of
the medical office, whether the doctor conducts physical examinations,

"

...Iawenforcement
officers must [keep]
legitimate drugs out of
the hands of the
'respectable pushers. '

"
Agent Lane serves as the Director of Investigations, Georgia Examining
Boards Division, Office of the Secretary of State, in Atlanta, Georgia.

the frequency and quantity of drugs
prescribed, and whether the doctor
accepts new patients. This information, which is invaluable when investigators try to develop a believable undercover scenario or decide
what areas to target for pharmacy
surveys, can come from several
sources, including other practitioners, pharmacists, family members
of patients, informants/defendants,
wholesalers/distributors, other law
enforcement/regu latory agencies,
surveillance of suspect, and reference materials and texts.
Interviews with persons listed
above can provide details concerning what spec ific drugs were prescribed and ordered, current investigati ons, practitioner history,
required examination, and the cost
of a prescription for undercover purposes. Surveillance helps to determine patient traffic patterns, number of out-of-State patients, parking
lot transactions, and the type of patient clientele. Reference material
help to identify drug · and determine

their legitimate uses and abuse
potential.
The information developed
during the preliminary investigation
helps investigators to determine if
further investigation is warranted,
to plan successful undercover operations, and to decide what undercover cenarios might be most effective. Any undercover operation
should precede the documentary
investigation, because interview
and subpoenas may alert the doctor
to the fact that there is an ongoing
investigation.

Undercover Operation
Before undertaking an undercover operation, it is important to
consult with the local prosecutor to
clarify any legal que tions concerning the operation. Once this has
been done, and all the legal issue
have been addressed, planning for
the undercover office visit can continue. The undercover scenario must
be plausible or the operative will be
told to leave the office. Also impor-
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tant to a successful undercover operation i that the operative not give
a legitimate medical need for the
drugs that are prescribed.
The purpose of the initial undercover operation is threefold: To
obtain evidence, to gather information for future undercover visits,

drugs on a patient information
form, the officer should respond
by asking what, exactly, should be
written.
Also, some physicians, after
writing a prescription , instruct patients to go to a particular pharmacy to have it filled or to fill it in

"

Prescription drug abuse is a serious
problem that is sometimes overlooked.

and to determine whether to continue the investigation. During the
initial undercover visit, investigators should determine whether examinations are given, the kind of
questions asked by the doctor, and
whether the physician tries to establish a doctor/patient relationship. A
minimum of two people is necessary to conduct this visit to the
physician's office. (One to act as a
patient; the other to monitor any recording equipment and to serve as
backup.)
Recording undercover visits
provides the best evidence, because
taped conversations reveal that the
doctor knows that the drugs being
pre cribed are not for legitimate
purposes. Also, if the phy ician
requires the "patient" to state a legitimate reason for needing drugs,
the investigator can direct the conversation to show that the physician
is merely trying to appear legitimate. For example, if the doctor
requests that the undercover officer
write a legitimate reason for the

"

another area of town to avoid suspicions. These types of interchange are an indication of the lack
of a legitimate doctor/patient relationship , and having these conversations recorded strengthens the
case against the physician.
Once a physician issues an
illegal pre cription to one operative, other undercover investigators should make appointments
with the same physician. However, too many new "patients"
may arouse suspicion . Doctors
who operate illegally will be wary
of undercover operatives and may
attempt to weed them out by questions and examinations. Several
operatives who make a minimum
of two to three successful visits
each will show an abu ive practice, establish multiple counts, and
corroborate that the physician is
dispensing drugs indiscriminately.
If no drugs are prescribed illegally during the initial undercover VISit, a second operative
should vi . it the phy ician. This

operative should be different in
gender from the first, and a different scenario might also be used. If
the physician fails to prescribe
drugs illegally during this visit, officers should end the undercover operation and begin a documentary
investigation.
The length of the undercover
operation, as well as how soon the
undercover operative can repeat a
visit, depends on the type of drugs
the operative receives. The information gathered during the preliminary investigation will help investigators make a decision on how
frequent the visits should be. For
example, if the doctor is running a
"diet" practice and prescribes amphetamines, the operative may only
be able to go in once every 30 days ,
the usual time period diet pills are
prescribed. Other doctors may give
another 30-day supply after only 2
weeks.
If, on the other hand, the physician prescribes pain pill, the
undercover operative may be able to
go in more often. This type of medication is prescribed more frequently
than diet pills or sleeping pills.

Documentary Investigation
Officers should pursue a docLlmentary investigation when the preliminary inve tigation reveals that
there is little chance of a successful
undercover operation , the physician
accepts no new patients, or if the
undercover operation fails to produce evidence of the physician's
guilt. However, even when the undercover operation does produce
evidence, it is sti II important to
document the investigation with
interviews, patient records, pre-
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scriptions, prescnptlOn data, and
expert witness reports.
A documentary inve tigation
is a five-step process, with each step
building upon the preceding step.
For this reason , inve tigators should
complete the steps in proper sequence. They should:
I) Survey pharmacies within
certain geographical boundaries to obtain prescription
data,
2) Organize the prescription
data,

3) Obtain and review patient
records,
4) Interview patient, and

5) Obtain expert witness
reports/testi mony.

Survey area pharmacies
In order to obtain data and information about a physician' s prescribing pattern s, investigator
should survey all pharmacies that
are located within an established
geographical target area. Investigators should also review all prescriptions issued by the physician during
a particular time span, such as I or 2
years. Knowing the length of time
the doctor has kept certain patients
on addictive medications helps to
establish a pattern of abuse.
Pharmacists can be either of
great value or a hindrance to the
investigation. Their information
contains details and knowledge to
which only they are privy. However, because pharmacy income
is directly tied to the prescriptions from the doctors in the area,
some pharmacists will inform them

of current investigations. Because
the interview of only one pharmacist has caused some doctors to
close their practices immediately,
investigators should weigh this factor heavily when conducting the investigation.
Some pharmacists will not allow investigators to review the prescriptions, making it necessary to
obtain subpoenas or search warrants. Other pharmacists will provide investigators with computer
printouts of the requested information. If there is a problem with a
particular pharmacist, the State
Medical Board or Pharmacy Board
may be able to assist investigators.
Investigator should record
the information found on the prescription forms in an organized

"

Pharmacists can be
either of great value
or a hindrance to
the investigation.

"

format for future reference. Of particular interest are the date the prescription was issued to the patient,
the drug name, drug dosage, total
amount pre cribed, and the prescription number.
Perhaps the most important
piece of information found on the
prescription form, aside from the
drug and quantity, is the prescription number. This is usually a fourto eight-digit number found either
on the container label of the drug or
on the prescription form. Each pre-

cription has a separate number that
investigators can use to prepare
search warrants or identify particular prescriptions in court. This
number also assists investigators
in finding a pecific prescription
among thousands.

Organize the
prescription data
After investigator contact all
the pharmacies in the target area for
prescription information. the data
should be organized to help investigators concentrate on the blatant
cases. The prescriptions hould be
put in alphabetical order by the patient's last name, and then each patient's prescriptions should be
placed in chronological order. By
doing this, investigators immediately know what drugs each patient
received, the quantity, and how frequently the drug was prescribed.
Organizing the data also reveals
dangerous drug combinations and
helps investigators to determine
which patients should be interviewed later.
Since many " patients" go to
numerous pharmacies to avoid detection , a computerized data base is
helpful for recording and organizing
all the data collected. Once the information is entered into the data
base, it can be sorted in a variety of
ways that will reveal patterns or
other clues to investigators. For
example, a profile will show which
pharmacy filled the majority of the
prescriptions. This information is
important if investigators suspect a
conspiracy between the doctor and
pharmacist.
In some cases, the prescription
data, coupled with expert witness
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testimony, can establi sh probable
cause for a search warrant to obtain
patient records from the physician' s
office. If this is not the case, investigators should interview the doctor' s patients to determine whether
a doctor/patient relation hip existed. These interviews, along with
the other information obtained up
to thi point in the investigation,
should be sufficient to obtain a
search warrant.

Obtain and review
patient records
Investigators should thoroughly review all of the patient records to pinpoint inconsistencies and
document the fact that the physician
prescribed drugs illegally. For example, a patient may have been receiving an amphetamine, supposedly to lose weight. If, however, this
patient had a history of hypertension, with dangerously high blood
pres ure recorded on the day of the
doctor' s visit, an amphetamine precription would be inappropriate
because amphetamines tend to further elevate the blood pressure. In
addition, the patient' s recorded
height and weight may show there
was not a legitimate need for a diet
medication.
Patient records that do not
document patient hi tories, physical
exams, laboratory tests, con ultations , or referrals are also an indication that a legitimate doctor/patient relationship did not exist. On
the other hand, some physicians
keep thorough patient records in
order to appear legitimate. Patient
interviews and expert witness
reviews help refute this false
documentation.

Interview patients
Investigators should interview
patients to determine as much as
possible about whether the doctor
e tablishes a doctor/patient relationship before prescribing drugs. For

"

...a computerized
data base is helpful
for recording and
organizing all the
data collected.

"

example, one physician assigned six
patients per examining room for
cursory examinations, and investigators were later able to interview
these patients to corroborate the lack
of a legitimate doctor/patient relation hip. When witnesses learn that
they are not the focus of the investigation, they will oftentimes cooperate with investigators. Investigators
can then subpoena these witnesses
to testify at trial.

Obtain expert witness
reports/testimony
Expert witnesses may include
physician , dentists, medical school
professors, pharmacology professors, or other professionals who can
testify to the proper legal procedures
needed to practice medicine. These
witnesses may give expert opinions
concerning drug tolerance and addiction. They may testify about the
appropriateness of the time period
the drugs were prescribed and what

the law requires with regard to
the usual course of professional
practice.
It is important for investigators to inform expert witnesses that
their review may require them to
testify in court. If they are not aware
of this from the beginning, they may
be hostile or uncooperative on the
witness stand. It is also important
that investigators give expert witnesses copies of the original records
so that important evidence is not
altered in anyway.
When this last step of the investigation is complete, investigators should discuss the case with
their local prosecutors. They can
troubleshoot any problems before
the grand jury hears the case and
arrest warrants are issued.

CONCLUSION
Prescription drug abuse is a
serious problem that is sometimes
overlooked. This may be a result of
a lack of interest or a lack of knowledge on the part of investigators,
who are unsure about how to pursue
such an investigation.
However, law enforcement
officers must dedicate themselves
to the problem of drug abuse, not
only where hard drugs are concerned but also by keeping legitimate drugs out of the hands of the
"respectable pushers." By doing
this , they will bring to the forefront
a problem that has, in the past, been
largely ignored.

m

Footnotes
I 2 1 USC 802. 2 1 CFR 1306.02 (b).
, U.S. Drug Enforcement Admini strati on
Bull etin issued by the A ssociate Chief Counse l,
1987.
\ Supra, notc I.
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Taking the Bounce Out of
Bad Checks
By
VINS E J. G ILLI AM

T

oday, banking officials estimate that about I percent of
the 50 billion checks written
in the United States each year are returned due to nonsufficient funds
(NSF). This figure translates into
approximately 500 million NSF
checks annually, 1,369,860 daily ,
57,075 per hour, or roughly 15 every second.
In many jurisdictions, NSF
checks are so numerous that the
problem overwhelms local law enforcement agencies. The sheer volume also restricts the type of NSF
checks that can be investigated and
prosecuted effectively.
Traditionally, only those individual who are prolific or pass NSF
checks for large dollar amounts are
pursued. And, re titution is available only for those victimized individuals or businesses that are included in the criminal prosecution
or are able to pursue a civil remedy
successfully. As a result, many victims simply stop ubmitting NSF
checks to local law enforcement
agencies .
In Ventura County, California, conservative estimate have
placed the business community's
losses due to NSF check at more
than $3 mill ion per year. In a non-

cash-carrying society, accepting
checks for goods and services has
become a requirement for conducting busines . However, when an
accepted check marked " NSF" is

returned by the bank, the business
incurs a double 10 s-one for the
purchased item and another for the
cost of trying to obtain restitution.
As a result, businesses are forced to
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raise prices in an attempt to cover
their losse ,thereby passing the cost
of NSF checks on to the customer.
This article will address how Ventura County, California, attacked
the pervasive problem of NSF check
writers successfully.

The RestitutioniDiversion
Program
In order to combat effectively
the NSF check problem in Ventura
County, the district attorney's office
established an NSF Check Restitution and Prosecution Unit, which
became operational in February
1986. This unit, staffed with one
district attorney investigator, two
investigative assistants, and four
collections officers, formulated and
operated a unique restitution/diversion program.
Ventura County ' s NSF Check
Program begins with processing all
NSF and account-closed checks directly into the district attorney ' s
office, u ing an official complaint
form . Then, in each case, a decision

is made a to whether the offense is
a felony or misdemeanor.
Ca es involving felony conduct are referred directly to the appropriate law enforcement agency
for investigation, and if possible,
returned to the district attorney's
office for prosecution. If the NSF
check constitutes a misdemeanor
offense, it is earmarked for deferred
prosecution and restitution efforts.
At this point, the unit prepares
and sends letters to SF check writers, giving them the opportunity to
make full restitution and pay a $25
administrative fee for each NSF
check. If these individual fail to
respond to the first letter, a second
letter i sent. This letter, in addition
to requesting full restitution and a
$25 administrative fee for each SF
check, states that the addressee must
attend a 4-hour diversion class for
which there is a $40 fee.

Check Diversion Class
The NSF check diversion
cla s, imilar to existing clas es for

"

The NSF Check
Program has largely
eliminated the NSF
check problem for law
enforcement in Ventura
County_

"
Mr. Gil/iam is a Senior District Attorney Investigator with
the Ventura County, California, District Attorney's Office.

traffic and alcohol offenders, emphasizes prioritizing resources,
value orientation, and how to balance a checkbook accurately. Its
curriculum, reviewed and approved
by the county's personnel department, is taught by certified private
instructor. .
Since the inception of the NSF
Check Program, a total of 1,422
individuals have attended the diversion cia s. The success of this educational segment can be demontrated best by the fact that fewer
than five of the class participants
continued to write SF checks and
were criminally prosecuted.

Restitution Funds
All restitution fund received
directly from SF check writers as a
result of the letters are deposited
through the county auditor's office.
The victim merchants then rece ive
restitution via a county warrant issued by thi office. Handling restitution in this manner serve as a
deterrent and prevent the NSF
Check Unit from issuing a warrant
for the bad check writer's arre t unnece arily.
If the NSF Check Unit is unable to obtain restitution, the di trict
attorney investigator evaluates the
case and makes a decision regarding
criminal prosecution. Where criminal prosecution is supported, the
investigator completes the necessary followup and prepare the case
for filing . Thi eliminates the need
to refer the ca e back to the local law
enforcement agency. If criminal
prosecution is not possible, the NSF
check is returned to the victim merchant, and the district attorney's
small claim advisor a ists the
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Figure 1
Restitution to Victim Merchants

merchant with obtaining a civil
judgment.
600

Goals and Objectives
Ventura County's NSF Check
Program targeted four primary
goals and objective. The program :
- Provides a central clearinghouse for all NSF/accountclosed checks
- Establishes a deferred
restitution/prosecution
program that allows NSF
check writers the opportunity
to pay restitution in lieu of
prosecution
-Ensures timely prosecution
of NSF check writers who
failed to make full restitution ,
and
- Is self-sufficient based on
admini trative and diver ion
fee collected from the NSF
check writer .
At first, enabling legi lation
authorized the Ventura County District Attorney 's Office, along with
six other district attorney's offices,
to institute this program as a I-year
pi lot project. I However, at the
conclusion of the pilot project, the
program's results were so noteworthy that the California Legislature amended the legislation to allow the district attorney in each of
California's 58 counties to establish
imilar deferred prosecution programs. The continued success of
the Ventura County NSF Check
Program throughout the first 5 years
of operation has proved that it provides a viable and cost-effective
way to attack the spiraling NSF
check problem.
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Program Successes
During the program's first 5
years of operation, 3,811 individuals and merchant su bmitted 53,748
NSF and account-closed checks to
the NSF Check Unit. These NSF
and account-closed checks were
written by 14,515 different people.
During the same period, the NSF
Check Unit collected and returned
over $2,195,500 in restitution on
over 25,400 checks to local victim
merchants. Each year, the amount
of restitution to victim merchants
has steadily increased. (See fig. I.)
During 1990, restitution averaged
$47,000 monthly .
Of the 53,748 NSF and account-closed checks submitted to
the NSF Check Unit, followup investigation has been completed on a
total of 48,412 checks. Fifty-two
percent (25,174) of the investigated
checks were cleared by the check
writer making full restitution

.3rd Yr.

4th Yr.

5th Yr.

through the diversion component of
the NSF Check Program . However,
32 percent (15,492) of the investigated checks were not cleared, and
the check writer failed to participate in the diversion phase of the
program. As a result, felony and
mi sdemeanor arrest warrants were
issued against the e 1,700 individuals. To date, 738 of these offenders
have been apprehended and successfully prosecuted. The sentences
imposed in these cases have ranged
from probation and restitution on all
checks to a 5-year-8-month term in
State prison. Court-imposed restitution in these cases represents an
additional $7 13,300.
The remaining 15 percent
(7,262) of the checks submitted to
the NSF Check Unit were referred to
the appropriate law enforcement
agency for investigation or returned
to the victim merchants because either: I) The check did not meet the
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criteria for the NSF Check Program,
2) the NSF Check Unit was unab le
to obtain voluntary restitution from
the NSF check writer, or 3) criminal
charges could not be initiated because the criminal intent to defraud
could not be prove n beyond a reasonable doubt.

Costs vs. Revenue
Due to the lack of resources ,
the Ventura County Board of Supervisors approved the creation of the
NSF Check Program on the condition that the program would be selfsupporting through fees obtained
from those NSF check writers who
elected to participate in the diversion program . On the average, the
NSF Check Unit collects $ 14,300 in
fees eac h month, while its monthly
operating ex penses have averaged
$ ] 2,600. (See fig. 2.)

Like any new business, the
operating expenses during the program's first year exceeded the revenue collected. However, the 5-year
average indicates that the revenue
received from the restitution/diversion fees surpassed the program 's
operating expenses by ] 3.2 percent.
Thi s surplu s a llows the di strict attorney's office to donate over
$ 100,000 to the Ventura County
genera] fund to help supplement
other county programs.

Benefits to Law Enforcement
The NSF Check Program has
largely eliminated the NSF check
problem for law enforcement in
Ventura County. Because the district attorney has county-wide jurisdiction , all NSF and account-closed
checks can be collected, combined,
investigated, and prosecuted by one

Figure 2
Unit Costs vs. Revenue Collected
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agency. Police and sheriff's personnel no longer have the burden of
spending valuable hours deciding
which checks are worthy of criminal
investigation, determining if other
agencies have similar NSF checks
from the same person , and deciding which agency should conduct
the investigation . Now, local law
enforcement can devote additional resources to other white-collar crimes, such as check and credit card forgeries and computer
frauds. Only felony NSF check
cases are referred to local law enforcement agencie for followup
investigation .
The NSF Check Program has
also saved deputy district attorneys
countless hours of court and case
review/preparation time. If restitu tion had not been obtained, thousands of additional court cases, both
criminal and civil, wou ld have been
processed through the criminal justice system . The additional expenses associated with the filing s of
these cases would have amounted to
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Public Info rmation
A continuous public information campaign was initiated for the
NSF Check Program with a twofold
purpose: 1) To inform the business
community of the existence of the
NSF Check Program , and 2) to capitalize on the deterrent effect of the
NSF Check Program by making
potential NSF check writers aware
ofthe consequences of writing a bad
check. To help meet these goals,
the NSF Check Unit developed a
handbook for businesses, which
includes information on the following topics:
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• NSF Check Program
guidelines

Commerce offices and local law
enforcement station s.

• Safeguards against taking a
bad check

NSF Check Roundup

• Steps to follow when
accepting checks

In a continuing effort to deter
potential
SF check writers, the
Ventura County Di strict Attorney's
Bureau oflnvestigation conducted a

• How to identify forged/
counterfeit checks
• What to do with a bad
check
• NSF check report, and
• Suggested Ventura County
check policy.
The NSF Check Unit also designed NSF check warning signs
and di stributed them to local merchants. These warning signs alert
customer to the fact that passing a
bad check with the intent to defraud
is a crime. The customer is also put
on notice that the business reports
SF check writer to the di strict
attorney' office. Merchants who
have posted these warning signs in
their front windows or next to their
cash regi ters have reported a
marked decrease in the number of
NSF checks received from their
clientele.
In addition, district attorney
staff members routinely addres
bu iness and community groups in
an effort to inform them about the
benefits of participating in the NSF
Check Program. Regular press relea es and annual reports are also
distributed to increase citizen
awareness and to deter potential
NSF check writers. Copies of the
NSF handbook , NSF check warning
signs, and NSF check reports are
also available at all Chamber of

covery for many victims, as well as
educating the public on these
crimes. Because local law enforcement has been re lieved of the task of
investi gating NSF checks, detectives have been able to reallocate
more of their investigative resources to check and credit card

"

... the NSF Check Program ...is completely selfsupporting and operates at no cost to local
taxpayers or participating victim merchants.

NSF check round-up in March
1990. Over a 2-day period, 15 team s
of di strict attorney investigators
made a concerted effort to execute a
substantial portion of the outstanding felony and mi sdemeanor NSF
check warrants. At the conclusion of
the roundup, 29 suspects had been
arrested or had surrendered to the
court. The publicity surrounding the
NSF check roundup also had a positive impact on the number of checks
cleared in subsequent months by
NSF check writers submitting voluntary restitution to the NSF Check
Unit.

Conclusion
The uccess achieved by the
Ventura County District Attorney's
NSF Check Restitution and Prosecution Unit has far exceeded its
original goals. The business community has shown overwhelming
su pport, and the proacti ve stance
has allowed a timely financial re-

"

forgeries and other types of whitecollar crimes.
However, the most innovative
and impress ive part of the NSF
Check Program is the fact that it is
completely se lf-supporting and operates at no cost to local taxpayers
or participating victim merchants.
Thi s factor makes the Ventura
County NSF Check Program one of
the few criminal justice program s
that is cost-effective and revenue
offset. The large dollar amount of
restitution returned to victim merchants, coupled with the fact that the
entire program is financed by the
NSF check writers, make thi s a
truly innovative government program that should be encouraged and
supported, especially in thi s time of
shrinking reso urces.

m

Footnote
I The creation or th is program was made
possib le by the passage in 1985 or Senate Bill
1108. which created Calirornia Penal Code Sections 1001.60 - 1001.67.
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McGruff Robot Teaches Kids
Results of a Springfield, Missouri, Pilot Program

O

nce considered a science
fiction fantasy, robots are
now becoming an integral part of
the instructional curriculum in
some schools. A growing body of
knowledge suggests that children
learn more readily when they are
allowed to manipulate concrete
objects before moving to abstract
concepts. I The use of robots is
well-suited for engaging children
with a tangible object that reinforces positive concepts and ideas.
Three elementary schools in
Springfield, Missouri, were chosen
as sites for an innovative program
that includes a robotic version of
McGruff, the crime dog. Tn the
program, McGruff, assisted by a
police officer, delivers safety
messages to children and interacts

with them in order to convey a
positive safety theme. The results,
gauged by a survey conducted in
three of the participating chools,
have proved the program's
effectiveness.

The Robot
The McGruff robot is approximately 4 feet tall and weighs
60 pounds. Every effort has been
made to give the robot human
traits. The computerized interior is
hidden by clothing, the arms move
up and down, the head rotates, the
eyelids open and shut, and the
mouth can be manipulated by
remote control to indicate various
facial expression and to give the
appearance of speech. The actual
voice is that of the operator, via a

two-way wireless system that
allows the robot to appear to listen
and respond to questions and
comments from the audience.
Speakers are mounted on the
robot's legs. In addition to the
remote voice, a cas ette player i
also mounted in the robot so that
various safety jingles and other
messages can be played.

The Survey
Two hundred and ninety-one
elementary students who participated in the McGruff Program at
three elementary schools were
surveyed. The majority (230) were
7- or 8-year-old children in the
second grade. Forty-eight students
urveyed were 9 years of age.
The questionnaire consisted
of 14 clo e-ended questions
concerning McGruff's appearance
and the message the robot presented. The students were asked to
re pond on a 5-point Likert scale
from "yes" to "no" with responses
of "somewhat," "maybe," and "a
little" a options between the two
extremes.
Examples of survey que tions include: "McGruff and the
police officer have helped me
understand how to prevent
crimes"; "I will do what McGruff
says so that I will be safe"; and "I
want McGruff to come back and
visit my school again." Other
questions asked students to rank
what they liked most/least about
the robot.
Two hundred and thirty-two
(80 percent) of the students said
they liked to listen to McGruff.
Eighty-five percent said they
understood McGruff's message
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about avoiding drugs and strangers. Seventy-seven percent responded that McGruff's safety
message was factual , credible, and
provided information in a straightforward manner.
Two hundred and sixty-three
students (90 percent) believed
McGruff and the officer effectively
explained the consequences of
being careless about safety.
Almost 80 percent (232 students)
believed that McGruff made the
police officer' s message clearer
and easier to understand.
The majority of the children
(88 percent) believed that McGruff
sincerely cares about them, and 91
percent of the students responded
that they were not afraid of the
robot. In fact, 86 percent expressed
a desire to have McGruff return for
another vi it.
When asked what they did
not like about the robot, the majority (54 percent) of students said
there was nothing they did not
like. Fourteen percent said that if
they had to choose omething to
improve, it would be the robot' s
clothing.
Significantly, when general
positive and negative reactions
were cross-tabulated, it became apparent that younger tudents were
more receptive to the McGruff
robot. Half of the 7 year olds
demonstrated affection to the robot
by hugging him; only 13 percent
of the 9 year olds were willing to
hug the robot. Forty-two percent of
the 7 and 8 year olds said they
were not afraid of the robot, while
a significantly lower number (15
percent) of the 9 year olds responded that they were not afraid.

" ... the McGruff
robot...is an
ideal 'teacher'
to reinforce
positive
themes
concerning
crime, safety,
and the
dangers of
drug abuse. "

Conclusion
This survey, while admittedly focused on students from one
geographic/social perimeter (a
midwest, midsize city), reinforces
earlier research that indicates
students absorb more information
concerning abstract concepts when
tangible objects are used to
instruct. Because the McGruff
robot is a familiar symbol of safety
to children, he is an ideal "teacher"
to reinforce positive themes
concerning crime, safety, and the
dangers of drug abuse.
WhHe children watch and
listen to McGruff and the officer,
they internalize positive safety
messages, whether consciously or
subconsciously. The jingles are

infectious and easy to remember.
Combining words, mu sic, and
action , the robot reinforces
important messages that not only
help children to make correct
choices but also help to instill a
positive fOLindation concerning
safety and crime.
Footnote
I H. Barnell and J. Beiter, "The Lang uage o f
Robots." Compllter-Reading & Langllage Arts,

Spring 1984, pp. 35-37.

Information in this Research
Forum is based on a survey conducted by Edna Bell , Ph.D., an Associate Professor, and Debra McDowell,
an Assistant Professor, at Southwest
Missouri State University in Springfield , Missouri .
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Effective Crowd Control
By
STEVEN J. SCHMIDT

W

hile small to midsized departments may be
located in area where the problem of
crowd control is virtually nonexistent,
there could be times when they have to police large
groups of people during special local events. There are
also times when smaller cities that border large municipalities must deal with the overflow of people
attending an event in that municipality.
For example, Covington, Kentucky, currently
has 91 sworn officer to police a population of 50,000.
But, because Covington is separated from Cincinnati,
Ohio, by only the Ohio River, the Covington Police

Department must prepare for overflow crowds that are generated by
special events held in Cincinnati.
And, because police managers must
regard even peaceful crowds a having riot potential, planning is critical
to effective crowd control. I This article discusses exactly what areas of
concern should be addre sed when
planning for crowd control and how
police managers should approach
the task.

"

A step-by-step plan is
important to effective
crowd control.

"

PLANNING FOR CROWD
CONTROL
A step-by-step plan i important to effective crowd control. In
order to ensure a well-policed event,
police managers should prepare
ahead of time for any conceivable
problems.

Personnel
To plan for effective crowd
control, police managers should
consider what personnel resources
are avai lable. For example, a traffic
divi ion with officers who are experienced in traffic flow is invaluable.
Also invaluable when planning for
crowd control is a police auxi li ary,
which cou ld help in area where
sworn officers are not needed. In
extreme cases, the National Guard
can be used as add itional resources.
Other personnel re ources to
draw from include officers from
neighboring police departments, the
fire department, the public works
department, the Red Cross, and
citizen band radio clubs. Private
busines es, such as bus companies,
are also sometimes willing to lend
equipment to assist in crowd control. Buses make effective barricades to block intersections.

Lieutenant Colonel Schmidt is the Assistant Chief of
Police of the Covington, Kentucky, Police Department.

Advance Notification
Another important task when
planning for a special event is to
notify busine ses and residents in
the affected area of how much disruption they can expect. Ground
rules should be di cussed ahead of
time so that there are no misundertandings during the event. Also, if
public transportation is expected
to be disrupted, alternate routes
should be designated prior to the
event, and fire and ambulance personnel should be contacted to determine checkpoints for rapid access
routes.

Traffic Control
Traffic control is important to
policing any major event. "No parking" areas should be designated and
po ted before the event. Officials
shou ld advertise these restrictions
through the media and through
flyers sent to residents and busine ses in the affected areas.
Officials should also contract
with a wrecker service to tow ve-

hicles parked in restricted areas.
Because special events often place
unusual demands on wrecker services, they should be given advance
notice of what to expect. It is also
important to choose an impoundment location and agree on the release procedure.

Command Posts
Command posts are an integral part of any special events operation. Department personnel should
determine how much space they
need for the post, the amount of
parking space available in the areas
being considered, and whether the
locations have land lines for communication purposes. Official s
should also make provisions for a
remote dispatch location. If officers
have more than one channel on their
radios , this could be as simple as
switching to a secondary channel for
the event and using a portable radio
with a charger.
If an event lasts more than 8
hours, food, coffee, and soft drinks
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should be available in the command
post for officers who work the detail. Police managers should al 0
make arrangements to clean the post
after use , especially if the space was
loaned to the department by a local
business.
Assignments
All officers who work the
event should receive clear, written
instructions about the assignment.
For example, a map of the event area
should be prepared, showing its
parameters, with all checkpoints
clearly marked. If a specific checkpoint is one of " no-access under
any circumstance," the officer assigned to that checkpoint should be
aware of that stipulation ahead of
time.
Officials should also prepare a
contingency personnel plan in the
event officers who are assigned to
work the event call in sick. And,
there should be additional f1exibil-

ity in the assignments in order to
cover holes in the perimeters that
even the most careful planner may
overlook.
Also a consideration when
planning for personnel is whether a
meal break will be necessary for the
officer. Although extra teams are
sometimes required to relieve officers, if enough officers are assigned
to the teams, half the team can be
relieved at a time.
Equipment
Extra equipment hould always be available during large
events. Police managers should
ensure that extra radios, flashlight,
batteries, and handcuffs are stored at
the command post. When planning
for extra equipment, police managers should also consider whether
there will be special transportation
needs. All-terrain vehicles (A TV)
and golf carts that local businesses
may loan to the department could

"To plan for
effective
crowd control,
police
managers
should
consider what
personnel
resources are
available. "

prove invaluable. Officers can use
ATVs to check unpaved areas and
police managers can use golf carts to
get to checkpoints if the size of the
crowd does not permit using an
automobile.
Special Considerations
Officials should make every
effort to keep large events free of
alcohol. If this is impossible, either
through legal means or simp le reasoning, managers should document
problems arising from the use of
alcohol to argue for alcohol-free
events in the future.
If officials are succes ful in
banning alcohol consumption during the event, it is important to
publicize this fact. All coolers taken
into the event area should be
checked for alcohol, and dumpsters
should be available at the perimeters
to di pose of any confiscated liquor.
T he P erimeter
Police managers should decide ahead of time what the perimeter of the event site will be and then
publicize this perimeter. Official
should bear in mind that if the perimeter is too large, it will be difficult to control the crowd, and the
officers would have too large an
area to police. The perimeter should
be checked thoroughly for any
gaps that would allow lapses in ecurity. Specific areas should be
blocked, including intersections and
checkpoints.
It may also be prudent to block
off parking lots inside the perimeter. If a large amount of pedestrian
traffic is expected following the
event, the mixture of automobiles
and pedestrians could prove danger-
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ous. Controlling the parking lots
allows the bulk of the pedestrian
traffic to leave the perimeter first.
Cars can then leave in stages, minimizing the likelihood of either a
pedestrianlautomobile accident or
total gridlock.

available to respond to critical incidents that occur within or around
the perimeter.
The number of officers working together in a group will vary
with the situation, but no officers

THE EVENT
Before
Except for the officers who
need to start their shift earlier in
order to remove cars parked in restricted areas or to block off critical
areas, officers working the detail
should assemble about I hour before the event. During this time,
police managers can hold a final
briefing with the supervisors and
discuss any necessary changes.
They can also ensure that all officers
are using the correct radio channel
and give directions for ending the
detail.
Just prior to the start of the
event, officers should again check
the restricted area for pos ible problems. It is much easier to resolve
problems before the crowds begin to
arrive than to deal with both problems and crowds.
During
The maJonty of the officers
should position themselves at the
perimeter of the event. By keeping
the majority of the officers where
the spectators pass, the perceived
numbers advantage remains with
the police. It also makes it easier
for police managers to know the
location of their officers. And , although most of the officers invol ved
in controlling the crowd will be on
foot, mobile units should also be

"

Police managers
should keep detailed
records of the planning
stages ....

"

should work alone. Also, if po sible, officers from a plainclothes
unit should mingle with the crowd.
Not only can plainclothes officers
spot violations more easily than
uniformed officers, but they also
can make quick arrests that minimize any disruptions to the crowd.
Any per on arrested during the
event should be quickly removed
from the crowd and transported
away from the area by officers who
are specifically assigned this duty.
This minimizes the loss of personnel who are working the actual
event.
When the event ends, straggler sometimes remain. To counter
this problem , floodlights that can be
borrowed from the local fire department should be concentrated on the
areas in which spectators are likely
to congregate. This serves as a signal that it is time to le<\ve. Officers
should also scan the area for any remaining spectators as they leave
their posts to return to the command
post.

After
The hours following the end of
an event are busy for patrol officers.
If pos 'ible, officials should schedule additional patrol units to work
until things return to normal. Becau e no major event can be kept
completely alcohol and drug free,
patrol units may have to deal with
fight , injuries, and accidents that
occur among the spectators. 2
All officers should report to
the command post before going off
duty. This allows officials to record
overtime and check the records for
accuracy, as well as recover any
equipment that has been loaned out.
Police managers should keep
detailed records of the planning
stages, and they should compile a
list of recommended changes for
policing the next event. They should
also write formal letters of appreciation to any person outside the department who donated equipment or
assisted in some other manner.
CONCLUSION
Policing an event that generates large crowds is a major undertaking that requires extensive planning. Police managers must follow a
step-by-step plan that ensures that
the crowd is controlled with the
fewest number of problems possible. A well-developed, well-executed plan results in events that are
safe to police officers, visitors , and
the community .

[IE

Footnotes
I Richard A . Berk, CollecT;\'{' Belllll';o,.
(Dubuque. Iowa: William C. Brown Co .. 1974),
' Adrian F. Aveni, " The ot SoLonel y
~ hip
Group, in Collecti ve
Crowd: Friend
Behavior: ' Soc;ollleTrr. vol. lO. No. I. January
1977. pp. 9699,
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Civil Forfeiture
Real Property Used

in Drug Trafficking
By
THOMAS V. KUKURA, J.D.

T

he U.S. Department of Justice has determined that a
crucial component of effective drug law enforcement is the
forfei ture of real property used to faci litate ill icit drug trafficking. It was
not until 1984 that Congress, in 21
U.S.c. Section 881 (a)(7) of the
Controlled Substances Act (CSA),
authorized the civil forfeiture of real
property u ed or intended to be used
to facilitate drug trafficking. I
This article discu ses recent
court decisions involving both Federal and State investigations where
the Federal forfeiture of real property ha provided law enforcement with an important additional
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weapon to fight the war on drugs.
Specifically, the article addresses
the following three legal issues:
I) How courts define real
property subject to civil
forfeiture,
2) What evidence law enforcement must produce to
establish that real property
facilitated drug trafficking,
and

3) The circumstance under
which the "innocent owner
defense" will defeat law
enforcement' ability to
forfeit real property.

Knowledge of the way Federal
courts have addre sed these three
issues is essential to law enforcement officers contemplating the
forfeiture of real property for violation of 21 U.S.c. Section 881 (a)(7).

REAL PROPERTY SUBJECT
TO CIVIL FORFEITURE
The range of real property
subject to civil forfeiture under Section 881 (a)(7) i very broad and
includes unimproved land, as well
as improvements built on land, such
as residences ,2 restaurants, apartment buildings,' office buildings,4
athletic clubs,) and taverns. In addition, real property used to manufac-

ture, grow, store, conceal, deliver,
receive, or process illicit drugs, as
well as property used a a meeting
place to negotiate drug trafficking,
is potentially subject to forfeiture .
There is also significant case
authority that Section 881 (a)(7) allows for the forfeiture of an entire
tract of land, even though only a
portion of the land is used in violation of the statute. For example,
United States v. Reynolds6 involved
a 30-acre tract ofland on which on ly
the house , driveway, and swimming
pool had been used to facilitate the
distribution of cocaine. The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit upheld the forfeiture of the
entire 30-acre tract, finding that
"Congress expressly contemplated
forfeiture of an entire tract based
upon drug-related activities on a
portion of the tract."?
In a similar case, United States
v. Santora ,S the defendant' real
property consisted of approximately
26 acres bisected by a road that had
been taxed as two separate parcels.
However, the property' deed described it as a single undivided tract.
On one side of the road wa as-acre
parcel on which a home, barn, and
several outbui ldings were located.
The balance of the property, all of
which was unimproved , was on the
other side of the road.
Following a State investigation , a Federal forfeiture action was
initiated against the defendant 's real
property, based on the distribution
of small amounts of cocaine to an
undercover officer on four separate
occasions. All of the cocaine sales
occurred on the smaller portion of
the property . The owner attempted
to characterize the property as two
tracts of land and argued that only

"

... forfeiture ...must be
based on a showing
of probable cause
that the property was
used or intended to
be used to commit or
to facilitate a felony
drug violation.

"

Special Agent Kukura, Drug Enforcement
Administration, is a legal instructor at the FBI Academy.

the smaller portion of the property,
where the cocaine sales actually
occurred, could be forfeited .
The Fourth Circuit Court of
Appeals rejected the defendant ' "
argument and ruled that "the whole
of any lot or tract of land" must be
determined from the duly recorded
instruments and documents filed in
the county offices where the property is located and not imply from
the tax records. Thus, the court held
the entire 26-acre parcel was subject
to forfeiture .9 In thi s regard, law
enforcement officers should carefully research county land records to
help determine the exact extent of
property subject to forfeiture.

EVIDENCE IN CIVIL
FORFEITURE CASES
The forfeiture of real property
must be based on a showing of probable cause that the property was
used or intended to be used to commit or to facilitate a felony drug
violation. A Federal forfeiture action again st real property is often
initiated based on evidence gathered

during a joint Federal/State criminal investigation or during an independent State criminal investi gation . A conviction of the owner in
either Federal or State court can
serve as the necessary probable
cause to initiate civil forfeiture
against a parcel of real property, if
the violation leading to conviction
involved the use of that property.
For example, the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit
decided that a civil forfeiture of real
property purs uant to Section
881 (a)(7) may be based on illicit
drug activity resulting in a State
conviction. I 0 I n that case, undercover ew York City police officers
entered a five-story building with a
street-level storefront and several
residential apartments. Once inside,
the undercover officer purchased
several vials of crack from the
owner, who was subsequently convicted in State court.
Approximately I year later,
the New York City Police Department and the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) determined
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that the storefront, operating as a
restaurant, was actually a lucrative crack cocaine distribution
point. The court noted that the
property owner's earlier State court
drug conviction alone provided
sufficient probable cause for forfeiture of the owner' s property.

subject to civil forfeiture "even if its
owner is acquitted of-or never
called to defend against-criminal
charges."1 2 In this regard , the Supreme Court stated in Various Items
of Personal Property v. United
States that " it is the property which
is proceeded against, and by resort

"

... there is a judicial willingness to interpret
the 'facilitation' provision broadly to permit
forfeiture whenever law enforcement
establishes a clear connection between real
property and a drug felony.

"
Despite the owner' s argument
that his State conviction did not
support forfeiture because he had
filed a notice of appeal, the court
found that the trial transcript of the
State criminal proceedings provided
probable cause that the defendant's
property was used for an unlawful
purpose. I I
It is important to note that if
the owner's State conviction had
been overturned, civil forfeiture of
his property would not be precluded. Unlike criminal forfeiture
cases, conviction for the underlying
criminal activity is not a prerequisite for the civil forfeiture of real
property.
Civil forfeiture is an il1 rem
proceeding against the property that
has been involved in some violation. In rem refers to any legal proceeding directed solely against
property. The property i · the defendant. Therefore, real property is

clear connecliol1 between real property and a drug felony.

Case Accounts
One of the first cases to interpret the "facilitation" provision was
United States v. 124 East North
Avenue, Lake Forest, lIlinois. ls In
this ca e, the government' s complaint alleged that the property was
used for a 6-month period to facilitate the sale and delivery of cocaine
as fo ll ows:
I) The telephone at the
residence was used regularly
to negotiate the sale of
cocaine;1 6

2) The owner used an
electronic paging device to
be contacted at the property
regarding cocaine sales;

to a legal fiction, held guilty and
condemned as though it were conscious instead of inanimate ... .The
forfeiture is no part of the punishment for the criminal offense."I .1

3) The owner used the property as the only location
where he would be contacted
by telephone regarding the
sale of cocaine; and

A Clear Connection Required

4) The owner arranged to use

The provision in Section
881 (a)(7) for the forfeiture of real
property that "facilitates" drug trafficking has spawned considerable
litigation and some judicial disagreement. The litigation and extent
of disagreement centers on the degree of connection or "nexus" that
must be shown between drug trafficking and the property to be forfeited. 14 However, all courts agree
that the connection must be more
than merely incidental or fortuitous.
As the following cases illustrate,
there is a judicial willingness to interpret the "facilitation" provision
broadly to permit forfeiture whenever law enforcement establishes a

the property as a location for
the delivery of approximately
5 kilograms of cocaine.
The court held that the facts
alleged in the complaint were sufficient to constitute probable cause to
believe the defendant's property
facilitated the violation of Federal
drug laws. The court highlighted
the "intent" to deliver 5 kilograms to
the property and the regular use
of the telephone at the property to
negotiate the sale of cocaine as
providing a " sufficient nexus between the alleged illegal activity
and the defendant property ." 17 Importantl y, the court noted that an
isolated use of a telephone in a home
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to discuss a drug sale might not be a
sufficient basis to subject the home
to forfeiture. 18
In another case, United Stales
v. Real Property and Residence,1 9
the owner arranged for and directed
a lO-kilogram cocaine delivery ,
which occurred on the driveway of
his residence. A court-authorized
interception of the owner's telephone conversations prior to the
transaction demonstrated his insistence that the deal take place on
familiar territory at his home. The
court upheld the forfeiture since
" .. .a portion of the defendant property, the driveway, served as the
planned site of a ten kilogram cocaine delivery."2o
A different result was reached
in United States v. Certain Lots in
Virginia Beach,2 1 where a government informant contacted the property owner and requested a drug
transaction be consummated at the
owner' s home. The owner at first
refused and only upon the informant' s insistence agreed to use his
home as the transaction site. A Federal district court did not uphold
forfeiture, because the necessary
"substantial connection" between
the illegal activity and the defendant
property did not exist sufficiently to
prove facilitation. The court found
that the owner merely allowed the
government informant to meet him
there, and then only as a result of the
informant's insistence. 22
In United States v. Schiffer/i,n
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit found a substantial
connection between a dentist's office building and his drug offenses,
and therefore, permitted forfeiture
of the office building and property

on which it was located. Facts in
the case indicated the dentist used
his office over 40 times during a
4-month period to write illegal
prescriptions. In upholding the forfeiture, the court broadly interpreted
the "facilitation" requirement by
noting that it is irrelevant whether
the property' s role in the crime is
indispensable. 24
In another case, the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit upheld the forfeiture of a
residence, finding that it was substantially connected to illegal drug
activity because a 2-ounce purchase
of cocaine occurred at the residence

"

.. .Jawenforcement
officers should
carefully research
county land records
to help determine the
exact extent of
property subject to
forfeiture.

"
and law enforcement officers found
$12,585 in a pocket of a sportscoat
hanging in a closet intermingled
with $250 in official government
funds that had been used in previous
undercover purcha es of cocaine. 25
Cocaine, drug scales, and weapons
were also found in the residence.
The court upheld the forfeiture,
even though the quantity of the drug
actually involved was "relatively
small."26

The U. S. Court of Appeals for
the II th Circuit found probable
cause to believe a residence and
the surrounding property facilitated
the importation of cocaine where
evidence indicated the property was
used to negotiate and plan the importation of cocaine. 27 The co-conspirators met several times on the
defendant's property and discussed
the details of their plan. They also
traveled from the residence to inspect a proposed landing site for
the aircraft used to transport the
cocaine. 28 The court ruled the real
property was forfeitable, even
though it was not used or intended
for use as a delivery or storage site
for cocaine.29
As the above cases reveal ,
courts have broadly interpreted the
plain language of the facilitation
provision of Section 881 (a)(7).
However, law enforcement's use of
this provision should be tempered
by reason and fundamental fairness ,
because an overzealous use of the
facilitation provision to forfeit real
property could produce adverse
public opinion or court decisions,
which could spawn more restrictive
legislation. 30 It is, therefore, recommended that law enforcement agencie adopt a policy that limit the
civil forfeiture of real property to
cases where there has been a substantial use of the real property to
facilitate a drug felony violation as
opposed to a remote or incidental
use. 3 1

THE "INNOCENT OWNER"
DEFENSE
Section 881 (a)(7) provides for
an " innocent owner" defense to forfeiture where property owners can
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establish their lack of knowledge or
consent to the drug trafficking.
Once the government establishes
probable cause that property facilitated drug trafficking, the burden
shifts to owners of the property to
prove by a preponderance of the
evidence that they did not know of
or consent to the underlying illegal
conduct. This tatutory defen e is
available to any person with a recognizable legal or equitable interest
(i.e., standing) in the property, such
as an owner, spouse of the owner, or
lienholder.
The possession of bare legal
title, however, may be insufficient
to establish such standing ..12 Becau e people engaged in drug trafficking often attempt to disguise
their interest in property to prevent
forfeiture by placing title in another's name, law enforcement officers investigating drug trafficking
should look behind the formal title
to determine whether the record title

legal title by one who does not exercise dominion and control over the
property is insufficient to establish
standing to challenge a forfeiture.
The court found the claimant lacked
standing to contest the forfeiture
because: (I) He presented no documentary evidence regarding his finances or payments with respect to
the purchase of property; (2) he
could not remember how much he
had contributed or borrowed from
others; and (3) there was no record
to upport his claim that he had paid
the property taxes on the land for at
least 2 years ..14
Courts have also held that a
fugitive from justice does not have
standing to contest a forfeiture action. For example, the II th Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that a fugitive who had been indicted for drug
trafficking and was residing in Colombia was precluded from contesting the forfeiture of his e tate located in Miami, Florida ..15

"

... for an 'innocent owner' defense... owners of
the property [must} prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that they did
not know of or consent to the underlying
illegal conduct.

owner is a "strawman"·1.1 set up to
conceal the true owner.
In a recent case illustrating this
"straw man" concept, the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the I I th Circuit held that pos ession of mere

"

Some courts hold that claimants must establish both lack of
knowledge and lack of consent to
avoid the forfeiture / 6 while others
hold that owners with knowledge of
drug activity may nonetheless avoid

forfeiture by establishing that the
illegal drug activity took place on
their property without their conent.·17 Courts that recognize lack of
consent alone as a sufficient basis
for the "innocent owner" defense
nevertheless require owners to
prove they did all that reasonably
cou ld be expected to prevent illegal
activity after learning of it. 3x
For example, the "innocent
owner" defense based on a lack of
consent was rejected by the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit in a case involving the forfeiture of a six-story , 41-unit apartment complex that the court characterized as "a veritable anthill of drug
acti vi ty. " 39 The court found that the
owner who asserted a lack of consent did not prove he did all that
rea onably could be expected to
prevent the illegal activity.
From December 1986,
through May 1988, New York City
police received complaint of drug
trafficking in 24 of the 41 apartments and determined that the common areas of the building were littered with crack vials and other
paraphernalia and that lookouts
were constantly posted in front of
the building. Law enforcement officers were able to produce evidence
of numerous unsuccessful attempts
to contact the owner about these
drug problem through telephone
calls, letters, and discu ion with
the uperintendent of the building.
In June 1988, several arrest were
made at the apartment complex.
Whi le the owner admitted visiting
the apartment complex on approximately 100 occasions and peaking
with the superintendent on a weekly
basi ,he claimed he had no idea that
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"

drug transactions were occurring on
the premises until the June 1988,
arre ·ts, at which time he instructed
the superintendent not to accept
rent from the tenants arrested and
called his lawyer. The court denied
the "innocent owner" defense, reasoning that the owner either knew
of the drug activity before June
1988, and did nothing to stop it, or
that his response after learning of it
was inadequate. 4o

CONCLUSION
The civil forfeiture of an entire
tract of land where the whole tract or
just a portion of the tract has facilitated drug trafficking i a powerful
weapon in the war on drugs_ The
government must establish probable cau e that the property has facilitated and/or is intended to facilitate a felony drug violation_
Owners of real property can
succe sfully assert an innocent
owner defense only if they can
prove lack of knowledge or consent
to the illegal activity subjecting the
property to forfeiture_ Early coordination between the various investigative agencies and the U_ S. Attorney' s Office is a strategic necessity
in any investigation that may potentially lead to the forfeiture of real
property_41

m
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a "substantial connecLion to a drug felony. See
Ullited States v. Parcel (!/" ullld alld Residellce
m ElllerrStreet, 914 F.2d I (1st ir. 1990);
Ullited State.l· v. Dlle Parcel (l Real Estate
Located III 77 15 BetS\" /3mce ullle, 906 F.2d
110 (4Lh Cif. 1990); Ullited States v. Prelllises
kllOIl'1I as 3639- 211d St. N. E., 869 F.2d 1093
(Sth Cif. 1989). However, anoLher court
rejecLed the "substantial connecLion" Lest and
required only thaL the real propCrt y had "more
Lhan an incidental or fortuitous connecLion to
the crime. See Ullited State.l v. Real E.wlle
COlIIlllOllly KIIOII'IIIIS 916 DOllglas A"ellue, 903

F.2d ..90 (7th Cir. 1990).
" 651 F.Supp. 1350(N.D. 1l1.1987).
'" The w,e of a telephonc to arrangc or
otherwise facilitate a drug felony violation is
itself a felony violation under 21 U.S.c. Section
8"3(b).
" Supra note 15. at 135254.
" Id. at 1353.
1" 921 F.2d 1551 (11th Cif. 1991).
' " Id. at 1556.
'1 657 F.Supp 1062 (E.D. Va . 1987).
" Id. at 1065.
895 F.2d 987 (4th Cif. 1990).
'" Id. at 99091.
" Ulliled Sl(I[es v. Prelllises KIlOlI '1l a.l·
3639- 21ld SI.. N.I':.. supra note I ...
'. Id. at 1096.
" Ulliled Siaies v. Approxilll{/fell" 50 Acres
o/"Real ProPer/I" , 920 F.2d 900 (1 1th Cir. 1991).
" The propcrty used as a landing strip was a
,eparatc parcel of property owned by the same
claimant and was also forfeited under the
authority of Section 881 (a)(7).
,., Supra notc 27. at 903.
II, Possible constitutional challenges to
~we
re raised
disproportionately severe foreitus
in Ulliled Slll/e.1 v. Real Esltl/e KIlOlI'Il a.1 916
Douglas A 1'1' .. supra note 14: and Ulliled Sltl/e.1
v. Lil'Ollia Road. 889 F.2d 1258 (2d Cir. 1989).
1I For example, see DEA' s poliey statement
in Drug Agelll.1. Guide /0 F(I//eilUre o/A.Isels
(rev. 1987). (Avai labl e from U.S. DepartmenL
of JusLice. Drug Enforccment AdminisLration.)
" Ulliled Sillies v. Real Proper/v III 5000
Pallllello Dril ·e. 928 F.2d 373 (11th Cir. 1991).
II Thc Lcrm "s Lrawman" is used LO denote
one who holds Litle in name only or is a nominal
owner.
IJ Ulliled S/(lles v. LOI III -B. Tllx Mllp Kel"
-1 --1-03-7 1(-1).902 F.2d 14B (9Lh Cif. 1990).
" Ulliled SIllies v. Dill' Parcel 0/ Real E.I"/(lle
Dade COUIlII·. Fla ., 868 F.2d 1214 ( I IIh Cir.
1989).
.
'" Supra nOle 34.
17 See. e.g .. Ulliled SI(l/es v. 141st Street
Corp. by Hereh. 91 1 F.2d 870 (2d Cir. 1990).
" Id.
'" Id. aL 877.
'" Id. at 880.
41 For morc expansivc discussions of
forfeiture concepLs. see Drug Agellt.I·· Guide /()
FOI/eilUre o/Assets (rcv. 1987) (Available from
Lhe .S. Department of Justice. Drug Enforcement Administration): A.uel FOI/eiture: U/II·.
PI"lICliee. IIlld Polin (vol>. I & II ) (Available
from the U.S. Depa'rtment of JusLice, Asset
Forfeiture Office); and David B. Smith _
Pmseclllioll alld De/ellse rl For{eilUre Case.l·
(1991 ).

,j

Law enforcement officers of other than
Federal jurisdiction who are interested in this
article should consult their legal advisor.
Some police procedures ruled permissible
under Federal constitutional law are of
questionable legality under State law or are
not permitted at all.
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Legal Brief
County of Riverside
v. McLaughlin

u.s.

Supreme Court Decision

O

n May 13, 1991, the U.S. Supreme
Court decided in County of Riverside
v. McLaughlin that the U.S. Constitution
requires a judicial determination of probable
cause within a prompt period of time following warrantless arrests. In effect, the Court
established a maximum 48-hour period,
including intervening holidays and weekends,
in which persons arrested without a warrant
are entitled to a probable cause determination.
The Court stated that a 48-hour standard
recognizes the existence of some unavoidable
delay following the arrest caused in transporting arrested persons, handling bookings and
late-night bookings when no magistrate is
readily available, and having the arresting
officer present, who may otherwi e be occupied with other duties. In its decision, the
Court noted, "[A] jurisdiction that provides
judicial determinations of probable cause
within 48 hours of arrest will, as a general
matter, comply with the promptness
requirement."
The Court cautioned, however, that a
probable cause determination held within 48
hours could be found to be unreasonable if
the delay was for the "purpo e of gathering
additional evidence to justify the
arrest...motivated by ill will against the
arrested individual, or delay for delay 's sake."
The Court also stated that if the probable
cause determination is delayed beyond 48
hours , the "burden shifts to the government to

"In effect, the Court
established a maximum
48-hour period ... in which
persons arrested without a
warrant are entitled to a
probable cause
determination. "

demonstrate the existence of a bona fide
emergency or other extraordinary
circumstance."
County of Riverside v. McLaughlin may
require some law enforcement organizations
to modify their post-warrantless arrest
practices to ensure that a mechanism exists
for a judicial determination of probable cause
within 48 hours of a warrantless arrest. This
constitutional requirement for a prompt
judicial determination of probable cause only
applies where the arrested person remains in
custody. It is advisable for law enforcement
organizations to coordinate all such judicial
determinations with the appropriate prosecuting attorney.

lID

This legal brief was written by Special Agent
Jeffrey Higginbotham, J.D., who is a legal
instructor at the FBI Academy.
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The Bulletin Notes
Law enforcement officers are challenged daily in the performance of thei~
duties; they fa~e
each challenge freely and unselfishly while answering the call to duty. In certa
l ~ Instances, their
The Bulletm also wants to
actions warrant special attention from their respective departmn~.
recognize their exemplary service to the law enforcement profession.

When Officer Merrill
Finlayson of the American
Fork, Utah, Police Department was dispatched to a
residential fire, he arrived to
find the home fully engulfed
in flames . He quickly established verbal contact with an
elderly couple trapped inside
and guided the 83-year-oldwoman to safety. However,
when her 79-year-old husband collapsed, Officer Finlayson crawled through the
burning home and pulled the
unconscious man to safety.

While on routine patrol, Officer
Alvertie C. Patten of the Bucksport,
Maine, Police Department came upon
an accident scene in which a workman
for the telephone company had been
knocked unconscious after coming into
contact with charged power lines. With
the assistance of another worker, Officer
Patten administered CPR and revived
the severely injured victim. The victim,
who received electrical burns to both his
hands, face, and neck, was then transported to a hospital for treatment.
Officer Patten

Officer Loukos
Officer Finlayson

One night, during his patrol, North
Carolina Wildlife Enforcement Officer
Mike Loukos responded to the report of
a man drowning in an area river. The
man, who had been hunting with a companion, was attempting to retrieve their
boat, which had slipped its moorings,
when the currents carried him downstream. Upon determining that the
rescue boat was still some time away,
Officer Loukos removed his gear and
plunged into the river in search of the
victim. After a 30-minute search in the
dark of night, Officer Loukos located
the man, who had been in the frigid
water for about 3 hours. He then used
his flashlight to direct the rescue boat to
them.
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